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Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)

- An incurable progressive neurodegenerative disease responsible for up to 10,000 deaths per year in Europe.
  - A lifetime risk of 1:400.
  - The most common form of the motor neuron diseases.
  - But still a ‘rare disease’.
- Most (> 90%) cases of ALS have no known cause; the remaining cases have a genetic cause.
- To understand the disease, its heterogeneity and its costs requires collaboration between clinicians and data scientists - and large datasets.

The Precision ALS Project

- A partnership between nine clinical sites, industry partners and researchers.
- Aims of this project include the development of a data collection tool, and an interdisciplinary data platform to gather, share and analyse multi-modal data.
- This presentation will focus on the development of the data collection tool.
Requirements gathering: the three pillars

- What are the requirements for the data collection tool?
- Requirements gathering focused on the needs of clinicians, data collectors and analysts.
- **Pillar 1, “Dataset”:** content requirements for the data collection tool.
- **Pillar 2, “Usability”:** requirements for the workflow through the data collection tool.
- **Pillar 3, “Processes”:** requirements relating to the flow of data into the collection tool from the various data sources.
Requirements gathering 1: dataset

• Fields to be used in the data collection were identified.
  • Expert sources used for identification of these fields: clinicians specialising in ALS, data analysts, individual partner sites.

• Options within those fields were identified for inclusion on a paper worksheet.
  • This worksheet was used as a prototype for the tool.
  • For example, participants were to be questioned about their history of taking ALS symptomatic medications; a list of possible medications was included in the data collection tool as options from which the data collector could select appropriately.
Requirements gathering 2: usability

• The data collection tool is intended to be used in a variety of settings, including: face-to-face with participants and/or their carer(s); in telephone interviews; or for data entry from existing records.
  • In each scenario, the tool must be usable efficiently and accurately by the data collector.
• Representatives from each collection site were given a complete walkthrough of the collection tool.
  • Users then had the opportunity to explore the tool independently.
Requirements gathering 3: process

• Understanding the current processes and associated actors, both human and technological, involved in data collection.

• Avoid inefficient or impractical working practices.

• Existing data collection processes were examined for roles of actors involved in the collection process, in particular:
  • the role of data collectors; registration of participants; clinical coding systems used; information systems used; remote monitoring of participants.

• A research process fitting in to clinical processes.
  • Minimise impact on clinical work.
Results: requirements

• Use of the three pillars for requirements gathering was successful.
• From Pillar 1, dataset, an agreed dataset was identified.
• Pillar 2, usability, identified functions to improve engagement; results of a user survey are shown.
  • A user survey was completed by each site member, 13 users in total, using version 3 of the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ).
• Pillar 3, process, identified the people and systems currently used at data collection sites and how these actors could be replicated in the collection tool.
Application development

- An Android tablet-based application approach.
  - To ensure portability.
  - To enable operation without a working internet connection.

- Development carried out in-house in the ADAPT Centre at Trinity College Dublin.
  - The development team met regularly with clinicians and data analysts to ensure that the developed tool met their needs.

- The application was developed using the Kotlin programming language in Android Studio.

- Visits to data collection sites.
  - Revisit the PSSUQ.
Results: data collection tool

- The initial version of the data collection tool was first used in a clinical setting in August 2023 at one site.
- Further sites started data collection in September 2023. Four sites are now ‘live’.
- On-going refinement integrating user feedback.
Clinical Progression Data
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Interventions

4. Gastrostomy in situ

5. Parenteral Nutrition

6. Non-invasive Ventilation
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Conclusions and future work

• A set of requirements for the development of a data collection tool can be constructed from the requirements of different groups of interested parties.

• The success of the developed tool is dependent on regular communication between these parties and the technical development team.

• Future work has three main strands.
  • Development and refinement of the data collection tool will continue.
  • Development of the data platform infrastructure will commence.
  • Extending the data collection tool for a multiple sclerosis project.
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